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Chart description

markets get through a bumpy
January
Despite pushing higher last week, markets in 2024 thus far can best be described as
subdued, and perhaps even a bit bumpy. This may not be too much of a surprise after a
very strong rally in the last few weeks of 2023, where the S&P 500 rose over 15% from
late October through December.  Thus, some period of consolidation or even a pullback
would be a natural and perhaps even a healthy reset for financial markets. However, with
the S&P up modestly, about 0.2% thus far in 2024, even the pullback has been muted and
not particularly eye-catching for most investors. 

Underneath the surface, there has been a bit more movement. Some areas of the market
that had been showing signs of life late in 2023, including small-cap stocks, the broader
equal-weight S&P 500, and investment-grade bonds, have now come under some
pressure early in 2024. From a sector perspective, technology and communication
services remain leaders, but we are also seeing some outperformance from defensive
parts of the market, like health care and consumer staples.
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Source: Bloomberg. S&P 500 Index

Chart description

One old market adage used to be "as goes January, so goes the year," implying that if
markets were negative for the month of January, then there was a higher chance that they
would be negative for the full year. Recent history, however, confirms that this is not
typically the case. In fact, since 1990, there have been 15 years where S&P 500 returns
were negative in January, and of these, only six have gone on to have negative full-year
returns (40% of cases). A negative or bumpy January certainly doesn’t have to be a
precursor to a down year.

Nonetheless, there are several useful datapoints in the final couple weeks of January that
can provide insight into key fundamental drivers of the markets and economy. We
highlight three of these below:

1. Fourth-quarter U.S. GDP growth, January 25: Perhaps one of the keys to the
direction of the market in 2024 is what happens to economic growth. Investors will
get a first look at U.S. fourth-quarter GDP on January 25, which could offer a clue on
the direction of economic growth and consumption coming into the new year. Thus
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Source: Bloomberg

far expectations are for GDP growth to fall from 4.9% annualized to around 2.0% in
the fourth quarter. However, the Atlanta Fed's GDP-Now tracker, a real-time
indicator of GDP based on current economic data, indicates that growth in the
fourth quarter may have been closer to 2.4%.  If U.S. GDP growth does come in
around 2.4%, this will be the fifth quarter that economic growth has been above
trend growth of 1.5% - 2.0%, despite rapidly rising interest rates and elevated
inflation. According to the Fed tracker, consumption also remained healthy last
quarter at around 2.0% annualized.  

In our view, a resilient consumer has supported stronger economic growth in the
U.S. in recent quarters. However, we would expect some rising pressures on the
consumer, including lower excess savings and higher credit card debt, to put some
downward pressure on GDP growth in the coming quarters. Nonetheless, while we
may see GDP growth fall below trend (sub 1.5% annualized), we do not see a
recession or contraction on the horizon based on current data. This scenario where
growth gradually slows but does not fall into recession, coupled with potentially
lower inflation and a Fed rate-cutting cycle, historically has yielded a positive
backdrop for financial markets.
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Chart description

2. PCE and Core PCE inflation, January 26: Inflation and the direction of inflation has
been a focal point for financial markets and consumers. The inflation data thus far in
2024 has been more mixed. The CPI (consumer price index) inflation figures have
surprised to the upside, while the PPI (producer price index) inflation data have
surprised to the downside. Perhaps a tiebreaker and next key datapoint for inflation
will be PCE (personal consumption expenditure) inflation, which will be released on
January 26 and is often considered the Fed's preferred inflation measure.
Expectations are for headline PCE inflation for December to remain flat at 2.6%
year-over-year, while core PCE inflation is expected to fall from 3.2% to 3.0%.  Keep
in mind that the Fed had projected at its December meeting that both headline and
core PCE inflation would reach 2.4% in 2024. So while the direction of travel has
been positive, the Federal Reserve may prefer to see inflation, particularly core
inflation, closer to its 2.4% forecast this year before signaling rate cuts. 

In our view, while the last mile to 2.0% inflation may be bumpy, we do see inflation
continuing to moderate in the year ahead. We believe a combination of lower shelter
and rent inflation (which may show up with a lag in the inflation basket), easing
wage gains and services inflation, and commodity prices that remain contained will
all contribute to falling inflation. Similar to the Fed, our view is that core inflation
falls toward 2.5% in 2024, getting closer to the 2.0% target. 
 

3. Fed meeting and interest-rate decision, January 31: And, finally, the Federal
Reserve itself, we believe, will continue to remain a key driver for markets and the
economy in 2024. The first FOMC interest-rate decision of the year will be released
on Wednesday, January 31, followed by a press conference by Fed Chair Jerome
Powell. The expectation is for the Fed to keep interest rates on hold at 5.25% - 5.5%
at the January meeting, but investors will be listening intently for any clues on
whether the Fed is considering an interest-rate cut at the March meeting. Currently,
markets are pricing in around six rate cuts in 2024, including the first one at the
March 21 meeting – although the probability of this rate cut has declined in recent
days as some Fed speakers have pushed back on a March cut. In our view, the Fed
will not likely cut rates in March, especially given that core CPI and PCE inflation
remain well above the 2.0% target. We do, however, see three or four rate cuts this
year, perhaps starting in mid-2024, as inflation likely continues to moderate, and
the Fed begins gradually moving rates toward a more neutral level.
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Source: CME Fed Watch

Chart description

Overall, we continue to see economic growth, inflation and the Fed as the key drivers of
financial markets in 2024. We would expect the backdrop for all three of these
fundamental factors to improve over the course of the year – with lower inflation, Fed rate
cuts, and an economy that is potentially reaccelerating. However, market volatility is more
likely in the near term, especially as the Federal Reserve potentially pushes back against
March rate cuts, and as interest rates normalize, with a 10-year Treasury yield now back
above 4.0%. However, we see volatility early in the year as an opportunity to rebalance,
diversify and add quality investments to portfolios – especially for those that may not
have fully participated in the rapid market rally at the end of 2023. We believe two themes
of broader stock-market leadership and better performance from investment-grade bonds
will continue to unfold through 2024. So while a bumpy January and volatile start to the
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year may not be comfortable, it could also set the stage for better opportunities and
smoother sailing for investors in the later months of the year.

Mona Mahajan 
Investment Strategist

 
 

Sources: 1. FactSet. 2. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Weekly market stats
INDEX CLOSE WEEK YTD

Dow Jones Industrial Average 37,864 0.7% 0.5%

S&P 500 Index 4,840 1.2% 1.5%

NASDAQ 15,311 2.3% 2.0%

MSCI EAFE* 2,179.25 -2.1% -2.5%

10-yr Treasury Yield 4.13% 0.2% 0.2%

Oil ($/bbl) $73.62 1.3% 2.7%

Bonds $98.02 -1.1% -1.3%

The week ahead
Important economic data being released this week includes fourth-quarter GDP and PCE
inflation. 

Review last week's weekly market update.

Source: FactSet, 1/19/2024. Bonds represented by the iShares Core U.S. Aggregate Bond ETF. Past performance does not

guarantee future results. *Morningstar Direct 1/21/2024.
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Mona Mahajan is responsible for developing and communicating the firm's
macroeconomic and financial market views. Her background includes equity and fixed
income analysis, global investment strategy and portfolio management.

She regularly appears on CNBC and Bloomberg TV, and in The Wall Street Journal and
Barron’s.

Mona has a master’s in business administration from Harvard Business School and
bachelor's degrees in finance and computer science from the Wharton School and the
School of Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania.

Read Full Bio

On-demand webinar: Make cash work for you
Register to learn strategies to help cash work for you in changing market conditions.

Watch Now

Mona Mahajan
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Are you on track to meet your financial goals?

Match with Financial Advisors personalized for you. Consultations are
complimentary.

Take the quiz

Search for a Financial Advisor

Search By:
City, State or ZIP Financial Advisor Name

City, State or Zip

Search

Market Compass video series
Our investment strategists discuss the latest market and economic developments,
and offer investing tips you can use today.

Learn more
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Get a Stock Quote

Get instant quotes for your favorite companies and mutual funds.

Search Symbol or Company

Get Started

Your Watch List

Personalize your stock watch list and track up to 10 stocks and mutual funds.

Create Watch List

Important Information:

The Weekly Market Update is published every Friday, after market close. 

This is for informational purposes only and should not be interpreted as specific investment
advice. Investors should make investment decisions based on their unique investment
objectives and financial situation. While the information is believed to be accurate, it is not
guaranteed and is subject to change without notice.

Investors should understand the risks involved in owning investments, including interest rate
risk, credit risk and market risk. The value of investments fluctuates and investors can lose
some or all of their principal.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Market indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly and are not meant to depict
an actual investment.

Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss in declining markets.

Systematic investing does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss. Investors should
consider their willingness to keep investing when share prices are declining.

Search a symbol or company
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Dividends may be increased, decreased or eliminated at any time without notice.

Special risks are inherent in international investing, including those related to currency
fluctuations and foreign political and economic events.

Market Data

DJIA 38,007.56 (+143.76)

S&P 500 4,855.69 (+15.88)

NASDAQ 15,383.30 (+72.34)

Find a Financial Advisor

Disclosures

News and Media

Careers

Resources for CPAs and Attorneys

Client Relationship Summary

Client Resource Center

Follow us to stay up to date

Feedback

Privacy and Security Center

Revenue Sharing (pdf)

Accessibility

Terms of Use
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This site is designed for U.S. residents only. The services offered within this site are available exclusively through our U.S. financial
advisors. Edward Jones' U.S. financial advisors may only conduct business with residents of the states for which they are properly
registered. Please note that not all of the investments and services mentioned are available in every state.
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